Disclaimer
Yeager Inu including but not limited to the overall project, the token, website,
smart contracts and any apps (“YEAGER INU”) as presented in this
conceptual paper is not a licensed, unlicensed or exempted financial or
payment service of any kind and in any jurisdiction. Any terminology used in
this Whitepaper, on the Website or within the app is intended only as a basic
reference, without any effective or legal meaning of the same terms in a
regulated and/or financial environment. YEAGER INU smart contracts are
open-source and will be security audited.
The YEAGER token is a strictly utility token in any jurisdiction and is not and
can not be considered as a security or otherwise a regulated token of any
kind, is not in any way e-money and/or a fiat or asset backed stablecoin,
whether global or limited in scope. This Whitepaper taken by itself is not a
contract or a contractual agreement of any kind, is not an invitation,
solicitation or offer to invest in YEAGER INU or acquire or use its YEAGER
tokens in any way and with any expectation of profit in any form. Any user of
YEAGER INU declares to have received appropriate technical,
administrative, regulatory and legal advice before and after accessing and/or
reading this Whitepaper, the website and using any portion or element of
YEAGER INU (including any YEAGER token therein) and accepts that there
is an inherent high risk in accessing, acquiring or using any kind of
blockchain and/or crypto system, token, platform, software, interface
including YEAGER INU and further acknowledges with full disclaimer for any
community member directly or indirectly involved with YEAGER INU, that
there can be any kind of damage suffered, including total loss.
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About Yeager Inu and our vision
Yeager Inu is a community-driven ERC-20 token focused on creating a P2E
NFT card game, YeagerArena, with unique mecha-based heros, Yeagers,
and alien enemies, Nvaders. Our vision is to create a trustworthy project,
(where everyone can enjoy a fun and enjoyable card game with limitless
combinations and strategies) and create opportunities of wealth as a longterm investment.
Yeager Inu strives to bring together NFT artists, song writers, card
enthusiasts, and investors to build our card game, YeagerArena. We will
provide opportunities to collaborate with NFT artists and song writers to
showcase their creations while earning a passive income. Yeager Inu also
plans to create an NFT marketplace, YeagerMarket, to support our collection
of unique and original artwork and playable pieces in YeagerArena.

We believe establishing a sound
foundation and giving as much value
to our holders as possible. As a
result, we had our contract audited
by TechRate.
We also want the flexibility to adjust
taxes in the future to match market
conditions, our growth phase, and
marketing events. For example,
Yeager Inu will have zero taxes
during marketing events and double
reflections on reaching milestones,
We need to be in control of the
contract to enable these rewards.
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YEAGERVERSE
The timeline of our YeagerVerse starts in the year 3030. Earth has been
invaded by a mysterious group of extra-terrestrials known as the “Nvaders.”
With their nearly limitless and evolving powers, the Nvaders have managed
to overrun 80% of the Earth’s habitable areas and resources.
In response, a global program called Yeager Intergalactic Nvaders Unit
(INU) has been established to prevent the Nvaders from decimating the
entire planet. As part of this initiative, Lukas Yeager, a renowned engineer,
has developed Mecha suits to help the remaining human colonies survive
the Nvaders’ apocalyptic offensive.
The Yeagers have special powers of their own: the ability to shift to TITAN
mode allowing faster and stronger output of power with enhanced ability. But
TITAN mode must be used sparingly, as it leads to significant exhaustion
and, ultimately, failure.
Yeager INU have established colonies globally. You will find that each
colony has customized and adopted their own Yeager values and skills. 
The only remaining question is which side are you on? Will you join the
Nvaders and feel the power of overwhelming Earth with your extra-terrestrial
abilities? Or will you join the Yeager INU and become the planet’s last hope
for avoiding total annihilation. Think it through carefully, as the choice will
soon be yours . . . .
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Our Game (YeagerArena)
Our project is fully audited by TechRate and plans for an audit by Certik as
per the roadmap. Yeager Inu plans to market through Telegram, Twitter,
TikTok, Facebook, Reddit, and other social media. We plan to have several
key partnerships to support the development of NFTs, music and overall
utility. As our holders continue to grow and Yeager Inu crosses certain
market caps, we will provide holders a larger percentage reflections. Our
team is also supported by experience cryptocurrency investors, developers,
marketers, and enthusiasts.
YeagerArena revolves around a metaverse of mecha-based heros, Yeagers,
defending earth against alien invaders, Nvaders.
YeagerArena will have customizable decks based on Yeagers and Nvaders
coupled with artifact cards. Our target market is people over the age of eight.
An initial basic pack will be released as part of phase 2 and the next
expansion pack will be in phase 3. INU-Arena is in the initial stages of design
and has plans to develop a beta version to test game play and likeability.
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HOW TO BUY YEAGER INU

Install MetaMask For Chrome
Download MetaMask’s app for iPhone or Android.

Transfer $ETH to MetaMask
Transfer $ETH to your new MetaMask wallet
from your existing wallet (e.g. Trust Wallet,
Coinbase, or Binance), or buy $ETH directly
within MetaMask.

Connect To Uniswap
The safest place to buy $YEAGER is on
Uniswap. Click “connect wallet” in your
exchange. MetaMask will ask for your
signature, go ahead and sign it.
Contract: 0x8966f05d78f5c6ede8e964df705847fe2b6045b1

Swap $ETH for $YEAGER
Every holder will get 2% distribution of each
transaction.
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OUR TOKENOMICS
Max supply is 100 quadrillion. 45% of the supply (45 quad) was burned at
launch, making the circulating supply 55 quadrillion. 5% of the supply is
reserved for our Play-2-Earn platform.

Yeager Inu Supply

Seed Sale, 10%

Public sale, 40%

Burned, 45%
Game Development,
5%

10% tax will be applied
A key component of the tokenomics is the decentralized usage rewards
mechanism powered by a 10% tax applied to every transaction. Here is how
that 10% tax will be applied
Marketing and Development

5%

Holder Reflections

2%

Dev’s Wallet
Burn of Circulating Supply

2%
1%
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ROADMAP
01 Launch
1,000 Holders
Website Launch
CoinGecko Listing
CoinMarketCap Listing

03 Expansion
Initial CEX Listings (Hotbit, Bilaxy,
Gate.io)
Release of YeagerArena SunMoon
Expansion
10,000 Holders
3.0% reflections for holders once @
$100M MC

02 Growth
Website Redesign
Release of YeagerArena (Play-2-Earn
NFT card game)
Release of YeagerMarket (NFT
Marketplace)
Initiate a Certik Audit
5,000 Holders
2.5% reflections for holders once @
$50M MC

04 Utility
YeagerSwap (1% for charity and lower
taxes)
Listing on NowPayments.io
Listing on Shopping.io
Release of next expansion for
YeagerArena
More CEX Listings
20,000 Holders
3.5% reflections for holders once @
$150M MC

Beyond phase 4, Yeager Inu has plans to expand utility to bring additional real
world use cases to our token. Charity, although not specifically mentioned, will also
be a driver of one of the many utilities. As we continue to build our token’s
reputation and deliver against our roadmap, there will be many other
developments to come.
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FOOTNOTE
First off, the Yeager Inu team would like to thank each and everyone of our
members in the YeagerNation. This is a community coin, and we will work
hard to deliver an enjoyable and working version of YeagerArena. We will
continue to be transparent and communicate openly with our members.
Again, we would like to thank you sincerely as we start our journey to
become one of most played card games.

JOIN YEAGER INU COMUNITY
Website: YEAGERINU.COM
Telegram: https://t.me/YeagerInuOfficial
Twitter: twitter.com/yeagerinu
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